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Met   Gala   2021     by   Brittany   Franklin   
          The   Met   Gala   is   a   place   where   famous   celebrities   are   

invited   to   come   and   dress   in   crazy   looks   and   have   lots   of   

fun   with   their   outfits.   Today   I   am   going   to   be   rating   some   

of   the   celebrities’   outfits   and   telling   you   my   opinion   on   

them.   (this   is   just   my   opinion)   

          First   off   starting   strong,   

Billie   Eilish.   Billie   wore   the   most   

beautiful   dress   ever.   She   said   in   

an   interview   she   was   going   for   a   

more   princess   look   with   a   long   

back.   Overall   I   thought   it   was   an   

amazing   dress.   10/10.     

         Moving   on   we   have   Miss   Dixie   

D'amelio.   Dixie's   dress   was   honestly   not   

my   favorite.   It   was   very   boxy   and   just   a   

bit   odd.    I   liked   the   white   gloves   though,   

but   the   thing   on   her   head   was   just   not   

my   favorite.    5/10   for   me.     

         Next   up   Emma   

Chamberlain,    Emma   

wore   the   prettiest   

dress   ever.    It   was   gold   with   gems   in   it,   

and   it   had   a   small   little   train   on   the   side   

and   I   just   think   it's   so   beautiful.    I   rate   it   

a   9/10.     

             Kendall   Jenner's   dress   was   very   

pretty,   it   was   a   little   

see-through   but   it   was   covered   with   a   

bunch   of   pretty   gems   and   the   bottom   

part   where   it   went   out   was   pretty.   I   rate   

it   a   9.5/10.     

 Ok   and   last   but   not   least   Kim   

Kardashian.   

Ummm   I'm   

not   really   sure   what   to   say   about   

this   one.    All   black   and   you   can't  

see   her   face.    3/10     

     [ Editor’s   Note:   The   Met   Gala   is   a   

yearly   fundraising   event   at   the   Metropolitan   Museum   of   Art   in   New   

York   City   that   benefits   the   museum’s   Costume   Institute.]     

Day   in   the   Life   of   a   Beaver   Student     
by   Natalie   Lippman   &   Katie   Born   
            I,   Katie,   usually   start   my   day   by   driving   to   school   

kinda   late   but   that's   okay   I   get   to   school   like   10-ish   

minutes   before   class   starts   and   I   head   to   the   library   to   

hang   out   with   my   friends   so   I   don't   chat   with   them   

during   class.   I   am   going   to   do   my   day   routine   from   a   

Thursday   point   of   view.   So   my   first   class   is   Humanities   

which   is   one   of   my   favorite   classes.   Humanities   is   from   

8:00am-9:45am.   Then   it's   snack   which   well   ya   know   its   

snack   im   pretty   happy.   Then   I   have   theater   arts   from   

10:05am-10:50am.   I   love   theater   arts   so   it’s   a   good   time.     

           Then   next   it's   chorus   from   10:55am-11:40am   which   

is   great   because   chorus   is   also   one   of   my   favorite   classes   

and   I   enjoy   it   very   much.   Then   at   11:40am-12:30pm   lunch   

and   recess   which   is   very   fun.   It's   a   great   break   to   fuel   up   

and   have   some   fun.   Then   after   lunch   and   recess   I   have   

science   from   12:35pm-1:35pm   and   I   like   science   when   we   

do   hands-on   things   the   most.   After   that   we   have   R-time   

from   1:40pm-2:25pm.   R-time   is   where   we   either   read,   

work   on   projects,   or   do   homework.   After   R-time   we   have   

a   later   school   snack   which   is   the   same   as   the   morning   

snack.   And   finally   my   favorite   time   of   day   is   The   Fall   

Play.   This   year   it’s   “Failure   a   Love   Story”   .   It's   so   much   

fun.   I   think   I   have   a   good   amount   of   lines   and   stage   time.   

And   that   goes   from   2:30pm-3:45pm.   And   that   is   my   

Thursday   thank   you   and   have   a   nice   day.     

           This   is   a   day   in   the   life   of   me,   Natalie!   I   normally   

start   my   day   at   6:15   and   I'm   usually   very   tired.   I   eat   

breakfast   first   and   then   get   dressed   and   ready   for   the   day.   

I   normally   get   there   around   7:30   because   my   dad   works   

at   beaver,   I   normally   go   to   the   R+D   till   7:58,   then   I   go   to   

class.   I   normally   have   humanities,   math,   then   snack,   or   

MS   moment,   or   MS   meeting,   or   advisory.   Then   after   that   

we   have   french   and   then   violin    and   then   lunch   at   11:40.   

We   have   recess   at   12:05   till   12:35.   After   that   we   have   

theatre   arts   and   science   or   R-time.   And   then   an   

afternoon   snack   which   is   in   the   front   circle.   After   that   I   

have   volleyball   practice.   At   practice   I   normally   work   on   

bumps,   and   sets   and   then   we   normally   scrimmage   which   

is   like   a   mini   game.   Me   and   my   friend   Tylee   normally   go     
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to   my   dad's   classroom   and   work   on   homework   and   eat   a   

snack.   Then   me   and   my   dad   go   home!!     

  
Game     by   Lawrence   Rosembert   

    

  Teleport :   transport   or   be    transported    across   space   and   

distance   instantly.   

  

Chapter   2   

Transported   

  

My   hand   got   sucked   inside   to   the   TV.   Everything   went   

black.   

  

This   must   be   a   dream,   right?   

I   pinch   myself,   but   nothing   happens.   I   spiral   down.   

  

Then   I   see   a   speck   of…   Ground?   I’M   HEADED   

STRAIGHT   FOR   IT!   

The   island   gets   bigger   and   bigger   as   time   passes.   

  

I   try   to   brace   for   impact,   but   I   keep   spiraling.   I   can’t   

balance.   It's   surely   the   end…   

  

*Wooooosh--   BOOM*   

  

Right?   

  

I   open   my   eyes   in   shock.   I   brush   dirt   off   of   my   clothes.   It’s   

the   same   island   in   the   picture?   Did   I   get    transported    here   

from   the   TV?   

  

I   look   around.   

  

Trees,   sand   and…   A   ROBOTIC   SNAKE???   

  

I   slowly   inch   backwards,   but   the   snake   continues   to   

charge   me.   

I   try   to   dodge   it,   but   I   end   up   tripping.   

  

It   bites.   

I   spring   up   in   the   air   in   pain,   and   fall   on   the   snake.   

  

It's   just…   Disappeared?   Wait…   Isn’t   that   how   “video   

games”   work   with   “enemies?”   

  

I   couldn’t   believe   it.   

I   GOT    TRANSPORTED    INTO   A   GAME!!!   

  

Stay   tuned   for   chapter   3!   

  

Caves,   Part   2     by   Jaz   Winston   
  

         Annie   and   Jaz’s   lives   were   about   to   change   forever.   

The   2   friends   went   out   for   a   picnic   and   went   exploring.   

They   found   a   glowing   cave.   [If   you   haven't   read   part   1   

then   go   read   that   before   you   continue.   :)]   

        Annie   had   finally   agreed   to   go   in.   

        They   went   in   to   see   hundreds   of   glowing   crystals.   

        “Wow,   it's   so   beautiful”   jaz   said   

        The   crystals   twinkle   in   the   light   like   stars   in   the   

night   sky.     

         They   travel   deeper   into   the   cave,   the   crystals   

shaking   as   they   walk   by.   Then   they   hear   a   loud   ‘ BANG    ‘.   

the   cave   has   enclosed   in,   stopping   right   where   the   2   girls   

stood.     

          They   were   trapped   in   

         “What   do   we   do   Annie!?!   “   

         “I   don't   know   Jaz,   maybe   we   can   explore   deeper   into   

the   cave,   maybe   there's   a   way   out.”   

         “That's   a   good   idea.”   

          They   both   start   walking   deeper   into   the   cave,   deeper   

into   the   darkness.   

          Jaz   couldn't   stop   wondering   why   she   had   felt   a   

connection   to   this   place.   Was   she   meant   to   be   here   or   

was   it   just   her   stomach   growling   in   hunger.   

  

Crystals   &   Where   They   Came   From    
by   Addie   Marsh   

  

There   is   so   much   to   know   about   crystals,   so   I   am   

here   to   tell   you   about   them.   Last   week   we   talked   about     
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Citrine   and   its   properties.   This   week   we   are   going   to   talk   

about   Fuchsite!   

Fuchsite   is   a   green   crystal   that   can   also   be   known   

as   Chrome   Mica.   People   say   it   helps   get   the   weight   off   

your   shoulders.   That   it   helps   you   relax.   People   like   to   take   

tests   while   they   have   Fuchsite   with   them   when   they   take   

tests.   Fuchsite   can   also   help   with   mental   clarity.   It   helps   

you   connect   with   yourself.   Fuchsite   motivates   you,   if   you   

can,   you   should   bring   Fuchsite   around   with   you.   

  

  

Image   from:   https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fuchsite     

Thank   you   for   reading   this   week's    Crystals   and   

Where   They   Come   From.    If   you   enjoyed   it   and   want   

more,   come   back   next   week   for   your   next   crystal.   You   can   

also   read   my   two   other   articles   in   previous   newsletters.   

See   you   next   week!     

  

Skiing      v�.     Beaches    
Joza   Wang   &     
William   Mortimer   
         Wel����   ba��   to   an����r   

we��   of   V�!   Thi�   we��'s   V�   is   Ski���   Vs   Be�c���,   Whi��   is   t�e   
be���r   va����on!   Yo�   de����!   

WILLIAM’S   ARGUMENT   
             HELLO    Ski   fans!   It’s   not   the   season   so   let's   try   

and   WIN   THIS!!    First   off   Skiing   is   much   better   than   the   

beach   because   no   one   wants   sand   stuck   in   your   feet   all   

day!   It's   MUCH   more   fun   to   go   whizzing   down   a   

mountain   at   64   miles   per   hour!   It's   also   fun   to   go   through   

wooded   areas   and   go   down   racing   courses   and   try   to   beat   

the   clock!   Think   about   this,   can   you   do   any   of   that   at   the   

beach?   Answer   NO.   All   you   can   do   is   walk   along   the   

beach!    Some   people   say   “IT’S   TOO   COLD   I'LL   GET     

FROSTBITE!   PLUS   I   DON’T   EVEN   KNOW   HOW   TO   

SKI!”   True,   those   are   matters   to   address   but   they   are   very   

easy   to   fix,   first   off   the   chance   of   frostbite   with   proper   ski   

gear   1   in   100.   And   the   second   thing   is   that   Skiing   is   a   very   

easy   thing   to   learn.   Once   you   know   the   basics   it’s   really   

easy   to   do   everything   else!   So   yeah   go   skiing   not   the   

beach   it’s   just   how   it   works!   So   go   do   some   skiing!   

  

JOZA’S   ARGUMENT   

           Let's   get   straight   to   the   point,   beaches   are   just   

better   than   going   skiing   on   a   mountain.   Beaches   are   

warm   from   the   sun,   and   cool   in   the   water,   while   skiing   in   

the   mountains   is   just   cold   and   colder!   Another   reason   

beaches   are   better   is   that   YOU   DON’T   HAVE   TO   

WEAR   20   POUNDS   OF   CLOTHES.   Also,   skiing   is   more   

expensive   than   the   beach   

          First   of   all,   going   to   the   beach   is   better   than   going   

skiing,   because   the   beach   isn’t   just   cold   like   going   skiing   

is.   On   the   beach   you   can   go   in   the   cool   ocean   waves   or   

stay   on   the   warm   sand,   while   when   you   go   skiing,   you   

have   to   be   cold   and   colder   and   even   colder!   That   is   why   I   

firmly   believe   that   going   to   the   beach   is   better   than   going   

skiing   

          Secondly,   going   to   the   beach   is   way   less   expensive   

than   going   skiing.   When   you   go   to   the   beach   you   only   

need   a   swimming   suit,   towel   and   blanket,   while   if   you   go   

skiing,   you   need   skis,   ski   poles,   a   helmet,   a   jacket,   snow   

pants,   and   you   need   to   rent   a   house   and   to   get   tickets   for   

the   ski   lift!   Clearly,   going   to   the   beach   is   better   than   

going   skiing.   

          I   think   I   won   this   week's   debate.   I   will   see   you   all   on   

next   week’s   VS!   

WO�!   Wha�   a   g�e��   de����!   An�   t�i�   we��’s   wi���r   is   be����s   b�   a   
s�o��   of   16-7!   Con���t��a���n�   to   t�e   wi���r!   We   wi��   se�   yo�   ne��   

ti��   on   V�!    (Vot�   s�o��   s�i��g   5-3   be����s   ot���   t�a�   c�a�s)   
  

Lone   Wolf      by   Quinn   Burke   
              The   fire   was   coming.     

He   could   smell   it   on   the   wind.   The   smoke   rose   in   

the   distance.   The   air   crackled   with   heat   and   desiccation.     
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Even   this   part   of   the   forest,   virtually   untouched   by   the   fire   

until   now,   was   starting   to   wither.     

Thunder   knew   he   needed   to   move.   There   was   a   

part   of   Thunder   though,   that   felt   responsible   for   helping   

Mist   and   Moon,   the   healers   that   had   nursed   him   back   to   

health.   He   didn’t   want   to   leave   them   here,   even   though   

Moon’s   witty   retorts   could   get   on   his   nerves.     

He   was   a   lone   wolf   though,   he   had   never   traveled   

with   other   wolves   before,   well,   that   is   except   for…     

Well,   he   would   figure   it   out.   He   started   to   lope   

back   toward   their   den,   thankful   that   his   shoulder   no   

longer   sent   tendrils   of   pain   through   his   body   when   he  

moved.     

He   slowed   to   a   halt   as   he   reached   the   den,   

sending   up   a   small   cloud   of   dirt.   “Mist?”   He   called   into   

the   den.   There   were   soft   beams   of   sunlight   slipping   into   

the   den.   The   smell   of   leaves   and   flowers   wafted   from   it.   

Mist   was   nowhere   to   be   found.     

“Thunder!”   Exclaimed   a   voice   from   behind   him.   

He   leaped   around   unnerved   by   the   urgent   tone   of   her   

voice.   Moon   skidded   to   a   halt.   Her   cobalt   eyes   wide   with   

fear   and   shock.   Her   pearl-white   fur   was   matted   by   burrs   

and   twigs   as   if   she   had   sprinted   all   the   way   back,   not   even   

bothering   to   steer   clear   of   bushes   and   low   branches.   “It’s   

Mist!   She’s   fallen   in   the   river!”     

Thunder   bounded   forward   but   Moon   streaked   

past   him,   fear   for   her   trainer’s   life   lending   strength   to   her   

legs.   Moon   and   Thunder   burst   through   the   undergrowth   

onto   the   shore   of   the   river.   He   immediately   spotted   Mist,   

clinging   to   a   log   wedged   in   a   rock,   her   paws   working   

furiously   against   the   current.   Thunder   was   surprised   at   

the   elderly   wolf’s   strength.     

Suddenly   though,   he   no   longer   saw   Mist,   he   saw   

Raven,   her   small,   thin   body   flailing   in   the   water.   He   had   

stood   there   helplessly,   knowing   he   could   do   nothing   for   

his   sister.   He   had   run   alongside   the   water,   calling   to   her,   

calling   until   she   flailed   no   longer,   calling   until   he   knew   

she   was   gone.     

  

  
  

  

Day   in   The   Life   of   NOVA     
by   Reid   Bugbee   (because   I   can’t   type)   

  

          Hi,   I'm   NOVA   and   if   you   didn't   know   already   I'm   a   

famous:   Model,   Actress,   Singer,   Rapper,   Scubadiver,     

Napper,   Biter,   Bodyguard,   MommyLover,   and     

EVERYTHING   else.   

          My   day   starts   with   howling   at   the   top   of   my   lungs   at  

2   am   until   mommy   comes   down   to   play   except,   she   

doesn't   want   to   play   so   I   head   upstairs   to   my   Queen   sized  

Bed   where   Reid   is   watching   out   for   the   scary   monsters     

that   i'm   totally   not   scared   of   whaaat.   Anyway   I   woke   up   at    

6   and   jumped   on   my   bed   until   Reid   woke   up.   She   started     

to   yell   at   me   but   I   don't   know   why!   30   minutes   later   I   went

downstairs   to   my   very   own   personal   dropper   and   today's     

special   food   was   Lucky   Charms   and   lots   of   milk   because     

one   of   my   servants   spilled   it.     

          After   that   I   took   a   bath,   I   can't   spend   my   day   covered  

in   milk.   So   I   fill   my   bath   with   warm   water,   rose   petals,   and  

bubbles.   I   have   my   droppers   drop   me   into   the   bath   and   I     

get   a   full   soapy   massage.   After   my   bath   I   shake   it   off   and     

go   to   roll   in   the   mud   to   get   a   mud   bath   for   my   commercial  

that's   in   1   hour.   At   the   commercial   I   model   Chewy     

Vuitton’s   Brand   new   fall   collection   go   buy   it,   it's   amazing.    

          Now   the   time   is   already   7   pm   and   we   are   eating     

dinner   which   is   steak   and   when   nobodys   looking   I   jump     

up   and   drag   the   plate   down   with   me   eating   all   the   steak.     

Mommy   comes   in   and   yells   at   me.   But   I   don't   know   why     

after   all   it   was   for   me!   So   i'm   put   in   my   crate   for   the     

rest   of   the   night.   Bye!     

  

Beaver   Sports   Update   
Charlie   Schaffer   &   Keola   Appleton   

  
Episode   #003   

In   the   last   week   Beaver   has   had   some   sports   

games   and   here's   an   update   on   everything   that's   gone   on   

since   last   Monday.     

Last   Friday   MS   Boys   Soccer   won   5-0   against   

Milton   Academy   with   Beaver   scoring   3   goals   in   the   1st   

half   and   2   in   the   second.   Also   last   Friday   MS   Flag     
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Football   won   against   Milton   Academy   58-12,   winning   by   a   

landslide   with   Beaver   having   3   pick-6’es   in   the   game.   

Then   Two   Wednesdays   ago   Beaver   won   against   

Rivers   School   2-0   in   volleyball.   On   Tuesday   MS   girls  

soccer   sadly   lost   to   Winsdor   3-1.   

Two   days   ago   MS   boys   soccer   had   a   game   against   

the   Fessenden   School,   and   MS   cross   country   had   a   meet   

at   the   Park   School   (details   about   the   game   will   come   out   

later).   

Thank   you   for   reading   this   week's   BVR   sports   

update,   and   go   Beavers!   

  

Jeff   Fan   Page   02      by   JeffLover444   
          **this   article   may   contain   spoilers**   

We   are   back   with   some   more   Jeff   fun   facts!   Let's   

start   right   away!   

The   new   survivor   season   is   out!   And   Jeff   has   a   

phrase   he   always   uses   “Come   on   in   guys!”   and   he   just   

asked   everyone   “Is   it   ok   if   I   use   guys?”   YES   JEFF!   YES!   

Survivor   Update:    **Spoiler   Alert**   Sadly,   I’ve   

been   extremely   busy   and   do   not   have   the   update   for   the   

new   season!   But   I   can   tell   you,   this   first   episode   had   2   

eliminations!     

A   note   to   Spencer:    Spencer   is   an   amazing   survivor   

player.   I   love   him   (My   mom   and   younger   sister   don’t   

though.)   he   has   been   on   survivor   twice,   and   has   got   4th   

and   3rd   place.   If   you   didn’t   know,   you   have   to   get   

accepted   to   compete   in   survivor.   When   Spencer   got   

accepted,   Jeff   had   some   doubts.   He   wrote   Spencer   a   note   

basically   saying   “You   won’t   win.”   At   the   final   tribal,   which   

is   when   they   announce   the   winner   of   Survivor   and   1   

million   dollars,   Jeff   apologized   to   Spencer.   Even   though   

Spencer   did   not   win,   he   got   4th   place   that   season,   he   

didn’t   lose,   did   very   well   in   Survivor,   and   was   a   fan   

favorite.   Seeing   Jeff   Probst    Apologize    to   someone   on    live   

tv    was   just   amazing.   

Favorites:    Jeff   has   favorites?   Yup.   Jeff   favorite   all   

time   winner   is    Paravati   Shallow   

Quitters:    No   one   likes   quitters,   but   Jeff   really   

doesn’t!   A   few   people   have   quit   survivor,   and   Jeff   lets   

them   know   how   he   feels.   In   Blood   vs   Water,   Colton   quit   

Survivor.   For   the   second   time.   Jeff   was    angry.    He   said   “We    

brought   a   quitter   back,   and   we   have   a   quitter   again.”   And   

some   other   not   so   great   things.   3   times,   people   quit   

during   tribal   council,   jeff.     

  

YASS   QUEEN,   IT’S   FASHION!!    
by   That   Gurl   Lay   Lay!   &   Young   Queen   Bee!   

  
Yall   we’re   back   whether   you   like   it   or   not!   (   SO   

LIKE   IT!!!)   And   today   we   are   talking   about   makeup,   

hairstyles,   and   fashion!!     

MAKEUP!!!!   

You   guys!   Today   is   a   big   day   like   everyday!!!   You   

put   on   da   makeup   gurl   (or   boy)!   Okay   for   makeup   we   

need   gold   eyeshadow   with   small   eyeliner   wings   (for   

colors   black   dark   red   to   get   the   Halloween   vibe)   and   

maybe   a   bit   of   high   glitter   to   look   shiny   (if   you   want).   

And   a   cute   look   is   the   Bella   Poarch   blush   to   go   with   light   

eyeshadow.   Some   other   cute   colors   are   light   pink   and   

light   yellow   because   we   are   at   the   beginning   of   the   fall  

we   should   start   with   lighter   colors!   Also   wearing   white   

clothing   is   out   of   style   after   Memorial   Day   SO   DON'T   

DO   THAT.   And   you   can   forget   the   concealer   that   keeps   

you   looking   crisp   and   clean   and   awake   in   the   mornings.   

If   I'm   being   honest,   concealer   for   me   is   one   of   the   

greatest   gifts.   And   if   your   parents   don't   let   you   wear   

makeup   then   I'm   sorry   :(   

Shoes!   Again.     

Ok   for   shoes   we   talked   a   lot   about   boots.   Now   

let's   talk   about   UGGs.   They   are   so   comfortable   and   

stylish!   You   can   get   fuzzy   slippers   to   big   cozy   boots!   And   

they   come   in   so   many   styles.     

Trendy   shoes!!!!   YASSS   

UGGs!!   

Chuck   Taylor   Zodiac   Collection   

Doc   Martens   

Adidas     

Nike     

Scent!   

Ok   for   if   you   want   to   smell   like   fall,   Bath   and   

Body   Works   is   having   a   fall   body   spray,   scented   lotion,   

scented   shampoo   and   conditioner,   and   body   wash   sale   so   
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get   ready.   The   scents   are   pumpkin   spice,   candy   apple   ,   

cinnamon,   vanilla,   and   maple   leaves.   So   get   it   now!!   A   

personal   fav   is   lavender   :)   

Pants!!!   

We   all   need   pants   for   this   season!   And   we’re   

talking   about   Jeans!   There   are   Jeggings   dark   tight   jeans   

light   tight   jeans   and   dark   baggy   jeans   and   light   baggy   

jeans   SO   MANY   DIFFERENT   STYLE   JEANS!   The   tight   

fit   look   is   so   cute   and   feminine.   Personally   a   fav.   But   the   

big   baggy   look   is   trendy   too.   Ripped   jeans   are   going   out   of   

style   now   that   it’s   getting   colder   but   regular   jeans   are   so   

totally   in!   One   of   the   best   brands   is   ASOS!   They   have   so   

many   styles   that   frame   your   body   perfectly!!!   They   have   

so   many   styles   for   so   many   different   bodies!   And   if   you   

want   to   go   fancy   you   could   get   yourself   Forerever   21!!!   

And   SHEIN!!!   So   good!   We   have   to   say   shopping   at   

Forever   21   is   a   fav!   Also   FRAME   is   a   good   brand   too!!   And   

then   the   regular   leggings.   A   cool   style   would   be   black   

leather   but   fake   leather   PLS.   And   then   just   black   leggings   

are   cool   with   a   flannel   shirt.   And   skirts   are   still   in   season   

until   it   gets   Cold.   SO   GO   GET   SOME   STUFF   :b   

Sweaters!   

It   is   getting   chilly   and   we   need   to   be   comfy,   cozy   

and   cute.   So   we   are   thinking   a   cute   yarn   fleece   or   a   North   

Face   light   jacket.   You   can   also   do   sweat   shirts   and   a   big   

one   with   leggings   to   be   cozy   yet   cute.   Or   a   zip   up   sweater   

to   be   warm.   There   are   so   many   choices,   just   don’t   put   on   

anything   heavy   so   you   don’t   sweat.   

Heads   up   it’s   soon   going   to   be   Libra   and   Scorpio   

season.   We   will   talk   more   next   time!   Bye   THX   for   reading   

:)   PEACE!!!!   

  

The   Witch   Boy :   Review      by   Quinn   Burke   
  

          Living   up   to   expectations   or   letting   your   own   magic   

show?   This   book   is   a   story   about   finding   your   place   and   

struggling   under   your   family's   expectations.   The   main   

character,   a   young   boy   named   Aster,   has   grown   up   in   a   

magic   family   where   the   boys   always   become   shapeshifters   

and   the   girls   always   become   witches.   The   problem   is   he   

doesn’t   want   to   become   a   shapeshifter   and   he’s   having   

trouble   learning   to   shift.   He   wants   to   be   a   witch.   As   he    

tries   to   figure   out   his   place,   other   boys   who   haven’t   

learned   to   shift   yet   start   going   missing   and   he   needs   to   

follow   his   heart   and   his   head   if   he   wants   to   save   them.     

This   book   is   a   brilliant   story   with   beautiful   art   

that   can   inspire   the   reader,   even   though   the   

circumstances   are   fantasy.   It   teaches   about   following   

your   heart,   letting   others   choose   what   they   want   to   be   

and   being   yourself.   I   would   recommend   this   to   anyone   

who   loves   fantasy,   graphic   novels   and   wonderfully   

written   storylines.     
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